
5WPR CEO Discusses the Benefits of PR

Dara Busch, Co-CEO of 5WPR, says that

public relations is essential for the

success of a business.

NEW YORK, NEW YORK, UNITED

STATES, March 19, 2022

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Dara Busch, Co-

CEO of 5WPR, says that public relations

is essential for the success of a

business. Not long ago, a lot of

businesses did not realize how

valuable PR could be until they were

faced with a crisis. Managing the

reputation and image of a company

can be solely handled by a PR team. PR

is an essential requirement for various

things, from raising the awareness of

the media about a company, to

generation of leads and crisis

management. PR helps companies

build a positive image. Given below are some of the benefits of PR.

Increases the credibility of a brand

PR can help boost the credibility of a business. It can put together authentic opinions, views, and

information about a business, and present it to the outside world. PR can protect credibility once

it has been established. Credibility is only possible with integrity. PR can help a business with

integrity to create a positive first impression. A positive first impression is a crucial step in

building credibility.

Help in developing brand awareness

PR can help in creating interesting content about an organization. High-quality PR articles

improve a brand’s reputation. With a sound reputation, businesses can be portrayed as thought

leaders in their area of expertise. With the help of holistic communications, PR can generate

elevated brand awareness among a target audience. For instance, stating that a startup was

mentioned in TechCrunch can validate the business for prospective clients.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.facebook.com/5WPublicRelations/


Better media relations

PR professionals can increase media interest in an organization. Consumer audiences generally

view media coverage as more authentic than promotional or advertising efforts. As a result,

developing and managing relationships with the media is essential. Journalists who share the

same values as an organization, or who take interest in a particular type of business, will engage

with a business more if they are regularly given newsworthy content. This works for the

journalists too, as they normally must spend time and effort in order to write an article. PR

professionals can help save the time of journalists by providing them with information that

validates the content of their articles on a business. PR professionals also gain from media

relations because it helps them gain free publicity for their clients.

Recruit talents

Press releases and stories created by PR gives organizations various angles, with the help of

which they can discuss their recruitment needs. Candidates can find a business if it has an

elevated profile among the brightest talent in the field. If a company enjoys an elevated

reputation as a thought leader, it can attract more talent. Communicating the core message of

an organization in the right way can also be beneficial for the overall recruiting message.

Crisis management

PR professionals help manage the reputation of an organization. Maintaining a positive brand

reputation does not happen overnight. Consumer audiences take their time in considering a

company as trustworthy. During an unforeseen PR crisis, a PR team can devise a strategy and

craft a message that addresses the affected parties.

Dara Busch is CEO of 5WPR, a leading PR agency. 

About 5WPR

5W Public Relations is a full-service PR agency in NYC known for cutting-edge programs that

engage with businesses, issues and ideas. With more than 250 professionals serving clients in

B2C (Beauty & Fashion, Consumer Brands, Entertainment, Food & Beverage, Health & Wellness,

Travel & Hospitality, Technology, Nonprofit), B2B (Corporate Communications and Reputation

Management), Public Affairs, Crisis Communications and Digital Marketing (Social Media,

Influencer, Paid Media, SEO). 5W was awarded 2020 PR Agency of The Year and brings leading

businesses a resourceful, bold and results-driven approach to communication.
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